BIO 105 LAB SIGN OFF PAGE — UNIT 7

Name ________________________________

Your Unit 7 lab activity is an optional activity that is NOT worth any lab points. However, there will be at least 2 questions on your Unit 7 exams that come directly from this optional activity.

___Optional___ UNIT 7, STEP 5: MAPS AND GEOGRAPHY

STEP 5: WORKSHEET FOR “MAPS AND GEOGRAPHY” ACTIVITY

Do the optional activity entitled “Maps and Geography.” This is a web-based activity that can be completed at home. When you have completed the activity, check your work on the class website.

Use the maps at the back of your textbook (in the appendices) or on the walls in the Biology Learning Center to draw and label the following on the map on the next page:

1. put a big dot on Tucson and label it
2. draw and label the Mississippi River
3. draw the border of Brazil and label it
4. draw the border of China and label it
5. draw the border of India and label it
6. draw a circle around Indonesia and label it
7. label Madagascar
8. draw and label the Nile River
9. draw the border of Iraq and label it
10. draw the border of Costa Rica and label it
11. label Antarctica
12. draw & label the approximate border of the Sahara Desert of Africa